
I Know Exactly the Words You Have Used Just Now, Okay? 
 
Yes, I totally understood that big word you just used, okay? Now let’s move on. 
 
Did you see me nodding my head in agreement of your usage of that word? OKAY. Then you 
know that I know what it means. Now, please pass all the alcohol. 
 
What? You’re asking me if I agree with your opinion that you stated just now when you used 
that overly complicated word? Honestly, I won’t even get into it because it’s a whole thing and I 
don’t want to embarrass you. I have a lot of opinions. And they’re really good. 
 
Using it twice in one night is kind of elitist. I’m not saying that for me. I’m saying that for Judy. 
She clearly doesn’t know what it means. You’re making her uncomfortable with all your 
language of the upper class. Maybe you should just explain it, out loud, in front of everyone so 
as to not single her out. I mean, I definitely know what it means, but I’ll play along for Judy. 
 
Excuse me? Are you asking me if I just pulled up the dictionary app on my phone to look up the 
word under the table? Are. You. Kidding. Me? That’s highly offensive and accusatory. I was 
actually hiding my hand from the table because sometimes I get “bird claw” which is that thing 
where my hand has a spasm and freezes up into the shape of a mangled bird claw. It’s caused 
by people being assholes, fyi. 
 
Why am I bringing my phone to the bathroom? Jeez, didn’t realize this dinner party was actually 
"Communist Russia"! Surveillance, much? I’m totally kidding. I’m having so much fun, thanks for 
inviting me. Honestly, I’m just having major indigestion, which is preventing me from contributing 
to this conversation and playing 2048 on the toilet is the only thing that relaxes my bowels. I’m 
definitely only going to be playing 2048 on my phone in there. Like what else would I be doing? 
 
I'M BACK and I’m so ready to talk. Let me just begin by defining this word I know we’ve all been 
wondering about. Oh, what? We’ve completely moved on and now we’re talking about abstract 
German Expressionist Film of the 1950's? Cool, cool. 
 
Uh, pshhh! YES. I totally also agree and understand that incredibly complicated string of words 
masquerading as English, that just left your mouth. Can I go home now? 
 


